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This is the worst \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game on steam do not buy it. Seriously. Do not. Don't even think about it..
Note: Under absolutely no circumstances should you buy this soundtrack separately from... well, everything else because this
thing called Seasons Pass or whatever exists and it only costs like 1\u20ac more than the game itself

By the way the soundtrack is... pretty damn good. DO NOT BUY!

Devs have abandoned the game while it still contains game breaking bugs that cause crashes and erase game saves.

It does NOT contain a "repair" feature and does NOT have raiders, making the "What's Mine is Mine!" achievement
unattainable.. I'm way better at disc golf in RL. You have to play this game differently to be successful. It's not a simulation.

 I don't like the TRON\/digitial environment - need trees, grass, water, etc.

. Don't stare at the planet-ball.. I bought this DLC in the latest sale for \u00a32.99 because it has some items that are needed
for other route scenarios that I have. However, I am quite taken with it. I like shunting exercises anyway, which is all this is.
So if you don't, then don't buy this DLC. Some of the Standard scenarios need you to think outside of the box and you do not
always receive a tick for the instruction, although you think that you have done everything correctly.

So far as the traverser is concerned, try using the "change points" boxes with the task list open, instead of the G and Shift G
keys. They do work.

Wait for the sales and it's worth the money.. Dont buy it. The developers had a falling out and wont be working on fixing the
gamebreaking bugs. was a fun game til the last update they did caused bad bugs.
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I have been playing this on my android tablet since alpha and I decided to try it out on my PC; go to the big screen. The
gameplay is still solid. I love the unique political system. The developers do have some more work to do on making the UI better
for PC users, but I have faith in th Trese Brothers. I have been playing their games for years on android and they update
regularly and strive to improve. In fact they just did a complete overhaul of the main scrren UI of this game for all platforms
and have pushed out two skin packs for ships. Right now I would give it a 7\/10 Solid Gameplay. Good retro style artwork, but a
ways to go on making the UI and controls better and more intuitive for PC players. It's a rough diamond at the moment there is a
great game in there.. Pretty much unplayable ... couldn't save progress. Cheap but still not worth it.. excellent game, simple to
use, no problems playing it and was able to get straight into crashing my first rockets. The tutorials help you learn how to solve
each new problem in a structured way and once you've mastered them, travelling to any planet in the solar system should be
straight forward. I hope the game gets plenty of updates - so much fun but so much scope and potential too. 10\/10 would
recommend this game to all my friends and will definitely be streaming\/youtubing this game :). Yes this train is great. This
game will always be a classic I think, likely because I've never seen anything else like it. The way it blends strategic, turn-based
mechanics with the action and precision of the aiming mechanics is really something very unique, and insanely addictive.

I like the unique mechanics, the innovative aiming system that vaguely reminds me of golf games but better, the well-balanced
gameplay and weaponry, the sick music, and also the ability to create your own maps. Only things I dislike are relating to its age
really, the resolution is kinda poor and you have to somewhat jump through hoops to play online. There are community tools to
make online play easier, but it doesn't function through Steam.

I'd highly recommend this to anyone who enjoys both action and strategy games, and even to anyone who likes only one of these
styles, as it's sure to hook you either way. Buy it. Do it. You know you want to. Make your dreams come true. Yesterday, you
said tomorrow, so JUST DO IT.. A beautiful, magical preview. I'm really looking forward to the full content!
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